Cancer chemotherapy: not only a direct cytotoxic effect, but also an adjuvant for antitumor immunity.
Treatment of metastatic cancer mainly relies on chemotherapy. Chemotherapeutic agents kill tumor cells by direct cytotoxicity, thus leading to tumor regression. However, emerging data focus on another side of cancer chemotherapy: its antitumor immunity effect. Although cancer chemotherapy was usually considered as immunosuppressive, some chemotherapeutic agents have recently been shown to activate an anticancer immune response, which is involved in the curative effect of these treatments. Cancer development often leads to the occurrence of an immune tolerance that prevents cancer rejection by the immune system and hinders efficacy of immunotherapy. Cancer cells induce proliferation and local accumulation of immunosuppressive cells such as regulatory T cells and immature myeloid cells, and prevent the maturation of dendritic cells and their capacity to present tumor antigens to T lymphocytes. Many anticancer cytotoxic agents interfere with the molecular and cellular mechanisms leading to tumor-induced tolerance. They can restore an efficient immune response that contributes to the therapeutic effects of chemotherapy. These findings open a novel field of investigations for future clinical trial design, taking into account the immunostimulatory capacity of chemotherapeutic agents, and using them in combined chemo-immunotherapy strategies when tumor-induced tolerance is overcome.